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Egholm celebrates a milestone as the 10,000th machine is produced

Since the first articulated Egholm compact utility machine left the production line in Denmark in 1995, almost 25
years ago, machine number 10,000 is now leaving the factory in Lemvig, Denmark. Besides 10,000 compact
articulated utility machines, Egholm has manufactured tens of thousands of tailormade attachments for Egholm
machines. From sweeping systems to ground care and park attachments and winter attachments, Egholm utility
machine has been, and still is, one of the most sold machines of its kind.
Manufactured in Denmark, most of the 10,000 machines are still in use, even after 25 years, keeping cities, schools,
hospitals, cemeteries, housing communities, parks and many other outdoor areas clean and attractive. The Egholm
machine has been promoted in more than 130 countries worldwide and you still find Egholm machines, in all
regions of the world today, doing Honest Work for the outdoor environment.
What has made Egholm machines so popular; well, we suppose it is the versatile and all-round usage, the fact that
machine and attachment are designed and manufactured by Egholm to work as ONE dedicated and specialised
machine. The user-friendly Quick-shift which allows the machine to be re-configured with other tools and
attachments in less than one minute, and the service and support which Egholm and Egholm dealers and
distributors worldwide offer users in any market, where the machine is operating. At Egholm, we believe in Honest
People making Honest Machines, doing Honest Work and making the outdoor environment into a better place to
live.
As Egholm celebrates 10,000 machines and looks towards an electric future, it marks a wonderful chapter in the
Egholm story and proves the passion that Egholm customers have for this very special utility machine and its
attachments.

About Egholm:
Egholm A/S develops, produces and markets utility machines that keep roads, parks and outdoor areas clean and inviting all year round. Built by craftsmen in
Denmark, Egholm machines are in operation in cities and parks all over the world. With special attachments developed for the machines, Egholm machines deliver
perfect results no matter the task at hand. Egholm A/S is a family-owned and family-run company with deep roots in the West of Denmark. For more information on
Egholm, please visit www.egholm.eu.
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